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In many homes, the busiest room in the house is the kitchen. It is the place where food is cooked and
where families congregate to share meals and interact with one another. Unfortunately, it is also one of
the most dangerous rooms in the home in terms of �re. Statistically, forty percent of all home �res start in
the kitchen. This can be the result of cooking habits or even kitchen appliances. While one might expect
large appliances such as ranges to be a source of �res, smaller appliances such as microwaves, toasters
and toaster ovens may also cause �res. According to the Consumer Product Safety Commission, in a seven-
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year span ranging from 2002 to 2009, there were approximately 44,708 �res caused by ranges. Microwaves
were responsible for over 2,000 �res, while toasters and toaster ovens accounted for over 1,000 �res. Even
other larger appliances, such as refrigerators, were cited as being the cause of over 1500 kitchen �res. The
best way to reduce the chances of a kitchen �re is to understand how to prevent them. In addition, it is
equally as important to know what to do and what not to do in the event of one.

Kitchen Fire Prevention

There are many ways to prevent a kitchen �re. For instance, no fabrics or �ammable items should remain
within three feet of a stove or oven for prolonged periods of time. This includes towels, pot holders, oven
mitts, and paper towels. Wearing loose clothing while working at a stove or oven should be avoided, as
clothing may touch a gas or electric burner and catch on �re. Wiping burners and other surfaces on stoves
or inside ovens is also necessary to clean o� oil, food particles and other materials which may catch �re
when the coils or burners get hot. If there are things residing in cabinets above the stove, remove them for
use before starting to cook food, this will prevent clothes from catching on �re while reaching over a hot
burner to retrieve items. Utensils containing metal, aluminum or foil, or other metal-based objects, should
be kept away from the microwave oven. Never place paper-based materials inside an oven, unless the
product’s instructions say to do so, as they may catch on �re at high temperatures. Exceptions may include
items such as pizza trays that are made for use within the oven. Removing items from microwaves should
be done with a pot holder, as they can be very hot. When using cooking oil, the safest way to heat it is on
medium rather than high, to mitigate the potential for oil catching on �re. Leaving food cooking on stoves
is generally unsafe as it is possible for food to catch on �re unexpectedly. Soups cooking in pots, or rice
simmering in saucepans, are notable exceptions; however it is never safe to leave food cooking in a skillet,
especially in oil. Kitchen appliances with frayed or damaged cords should not be plugged in and get
replaced, because this elevates the risk of short circuits and an electrical �re.

Children should never be allowed to cook in the kitchen until they are old enough to stand over the stove
and see the entire stove clearly. Furthermore, children must �rst become familiar with the rules of kitchen
safety before attempting to cook, and they should always do so only under adult supervision. Anyone who
works in a kitchen should familiarize themselves with the type of �re extinguisher that is necessary to �ght
kitchen �res. These are known as ABC �re extinguishers, or dry chemical extinguishers. These are suitable
for putting out ordinary �res as well as those involving �ammable �uids such as cooking oil. The method
for using a �re extinguisher is called PASS, which stands for pulling the pin, aiming the extinguisher,
squeezing the trigger, and sweeping the area where the �re is located, namely the base of the �re, rather
than just the �ames. Care should be taken, especially during large cooking projects, which typically occur
during the holidays. During these periods, the number of kitchen �res is higher than normal.

Cooking Fire Safety
Fire Safety Tips – Kitchen Area: Prevent Cooking Fires – Watch What You Heat
Kitchen Fire Safety – Safe Home Cookin’
City of Tallahassee: Kitchen Fire Safety
Piqua Fire Department: Kitchen Fire Prevention – Kitchen Fire Safety
University of South Florida: To Prevent a Cooking Fire in the Kitchen
The City of Coppell, Texas: Kitchen Safety
Cleveland County: Fire Extinguisher Safety and Tips

In Case of a Kitchen Fire
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If a kitchen �re breaks out, it is important to know how to extinguish the blaze, or if necessary, how to
evacuate. Because �res can break out anywhere, including the oven, it is necessary to have a working
smoke detector and to routinely test it to ensure it is in working condition. If a �re emergency does occur, it
is also important to know what kind of �re has broken out. Some �res are caused by burning paper or
fabrics, while others are caused by hot grease. Unlike other �res, grease �res cannot be put out with water,
and in fact water will only make the �re much worse. The way to put out grease �res is to either cover the
skillet or pot with a damp cloth, or to pour baking soda over the �re. If the �re is too big for those options,
then it needs to be put out with an ABC �re extinguisher. However, if the �re is too big for a �re
extinguisher, the safest option is to evacuate and call the �re department by cell phone or at a neighbor’s
house. The residents or family should have an escape plan practiced and ready in case of a �re, so that
they can evacuate safely and gather at a predetermined meeting place.

Three on Your Side: Kitchen Fire Safety
Amherst: Food and Kitchen Safety – Cooking Safety Tips
Rochester University: Play it Safe with Kitchen Fires – When a Fire Starts
Children’s Hospital of Central California: Play it Safe with Kitchen Fires – When a Fire Starts
Burbank, Illinois Fire Department: Fall Fire Safety – Kitchen Fires 101
University of Maryland Medical Center: Burns – Treatment
Fire & Smoke Damage Repair Cost Guide
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